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In RIVER-HORSE, the preeminent chronicler of American back roads -- who has given us the

classics BLUE HIGHWAYS and PRAIRYERTH -- recounts his singular voyage on American waters

from sea to sea. Along the route, he offers a lyrical and ceaselessly fascinating shipboard

perspective on the country's rivers, lakes, canals, and towns. Brimming with history, drama, humor,

and wisdom, RIVER-HORSE belongs in the pantheon of American travel literature. In his most

ambitious journey ever, Heat-Moon sets off aboard a small boat he named Nikawa ("river horse" in

Osage) from the Atlantic at New York Harbor in hopes of entering the Pacific near Astoria, Oregon.

He and his companion, Pilotis, struggle to cover some five thousand watery miles -- more than any

other cross-country river traveler has ever managed -- often following in the wakes of our most

famous explorers, from Henry Hudson to Lewis and Clark. En route, the voyagers confront massive

floods, submerged rocks, dangerous weather, and their own doubts about whether they can

complete the trip. But the hard days yield up incomparable pleasures: strangers generous with help

and eccentric tales, landscapes unchanged since Sacagawea saw them, riverscapes flowing with a

lively past, and the growing belief that efforts to protect our lands and waters are beginning to pay

off. And, throughout its course, the expedition enjoys coincidences so breathtaking as to suggest

the intervention of a divine and witty Providence. Teeming with humanity and high adventure,

Heat-Moon's account is an unsentimental and original arteriogram of our nation at the edge of the

millennium. Masterly in its own right, RIVER-HORSE, when taken with BLUE HIGHWAYS and

PRAIRYERTH, forms the capstone of a peerless and timeless trilogy.
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Of Heat-Moon's previous travel epics, I have not read *PrairyErth* but I did greatly enjoy *Blue

Highways* and where that book is lean and to the point, *River-Horse* is big and bloated.

Heat-Moon has pulled off a real accomplishment here, travelling across America east-to-west

almost entirely in small boats. But you barely notice his rewarding revelations on the acts of

traveling and soul searching, the state of America's natural places, and the people he meets. All of

these are sunk under a never-ending wave of waterlogged writing.Heat-Moon can't stop piling on his

heavy-handed style, with a flood of arcane words that will make you run exasperated to your

dictionary. Some examples include jactitation, brummagem, atraxia, atrabilious, genetrix, and

lacustrene. Before you recommend use of a thesaurus to the lazy reader, these plodding words

actually serve little purpose other than to illustrate Heat-Moon's use of a word-of-the-day calendar

on his desk. Then there's soggy prose like "inspiration flowed like the sky" or "in my moustache I

can smell river like a sweetly scented woman from night before." This is all showing off at best, with

little reward to the increasingly weary reader.Worst of all is Heat-Moon's impersonal treatment of his

crew during the voyage. He combines seven different first-mates (one of whom was a woman) into

an anonymous entity called Pilotis that has the same personality throughout the voyage. The same

goes for at least two different people called merely Photographer, plus a succession of faceless folk

with names like Reporter or Professor.
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